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How children present themselves to others is important and their uniform is a key part of this.
Children should have pride in themselves and their uniform, wearing it appropriately and
presenting a smart image of the school at all times.
Our uniform is grey school trousers (not jogging bottoms or leggings), grey skirts or shorts; a
royal blue school (or plain royal blue) sweatshirt or cardigan; royal blue polo shirt (pale blue
is acceptable if you are unable to buy royal blue); blue and white checked summer dress;
black shoes (under no circumstances are trainers classed as acceptable footwear); white,
navy, grey or black plain socks or tights.
Boots are also not an acceptable part of our uniform. If children come to school in
inappropriate footwear, they will be asked to change into their own black plimsolls or a pair
will be loaned for the day by the school.
Nail varnish is not acceptable in school and neither are temporary tattoos or false nails. Hair
bands and other items used to tie hair back need to be plain and in the school colours (royal
blue or navy preferably). Hair should be tied back as this is more practical for school and
can help prevent the transfer of head lice from one child to another. Hair styles that include
patterns and designs shaved into the hair are not acceptable.
Earrings should be plain studs not hoops or more decorative styles. Children must be able
to remove their own earrings for PE; if they cannot, then they should not be worn on PE
days. If your child wants to have their ears pierced, please wait to have them done at the
beginning of the summer holiday to allow time for them to heal without PE lessons being
missed.
PE kit should be in school everyday. The PE kit consists of: black or dark blue shorts; royal
blue or white school or plain white or royal blue t-shirt; white or black plimsolls; trainers for
outdoor PE. In the colder winter months, the children can wear a black or dark blue tracksuit
for outdoor PE.

“Through faith and inspired learning we unlock every child’s
ability to achieve beyond his or her expectations”
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